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Abstract
I extract new limits on the coefficient of the EFT operator generated by graviton exchange
at tree-level the ADD model from pp→ jj angular distributions at LHC: MT > 6.8TeV
(CMS after 2.6fb−1 of integrated luminosity) and MT > 8.3TeV (ATLAS after 3.6fb−1).
I also compare such limits to the ones obtained using the full graviton amplitude, and
discuss the impact of additional constrains arising from other datasets, such as Mono-Jet.
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1 Introduction
The new data from Run 2 of LHC, thanks to its center of mass energy increased up to 13TeV, can
significantly increase many limits on BSM physics. In this paper I consider the ADD (Arkani-Hamed,
Dimopoulos, Dvali) model [1–3]. Standard Model fields can only propagate in a (3 + 1)-D brane,
while gravity is free to propagate in the D-dimensional space (D = 4 + δ), the δ extra dimensions
are flat and compact. This scenario can lower the energy scale of quantum gravity from the plank
scale to a much lower energy scale MD, and the high value of the Plank scale is explained by the
fact that the extra dimensions are large:
GN ∼ 1
M2Planck
∼ 1
M2+δD R
δ
(1.1)
Therefore this is one of the possible solutions to the hierarchy problem. It is possible to make some
predictions for collider experiments even without knowing the full UV quantum gravity theory, in
the low energy limit [4].
One can identify different kind of signals that could be observed at LHC [5–7]:
1. Tree-level exchange of virtual gravitons generating an EFT operator τ of dimension 8:
Lint = Cτ × τ = 8
M4T
× 1
2
(
TµνTµν − T
µ
µ T νν
δ − 2
)
(1.2)
where Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor of Standard Model particles. As discussed in [4], this
operator is predominantly generated by the ultraviolet part of the graviton spectrum (except in the
case δ = 1, that is usually not considered, as the additional dimension would be too large and would
modify gravity on astrophysical scales, even though there are some possible ways out [5]). For this
reason the parameter MT cannot be determined without knowing the UV quantum gravity theory,
but is is possible to parameterize it as a function of some cutoff energy scale Λ. This operator
contributes to parton-level processes qq¯, gg → ff¯ , gg, γγ, and can therefore be probed using Dijet,
Dilepton and Diphoton.
2. Missing pT from emission of real massive gravitons of the Kaluza-Klein tower. This
signal is independent of the ultraviolet cutoff Λeff as long as the collider energy is higher
than such cutoff. This operator contributes to parton-level processes qg → qg, qγ, and can be
probed therefore with Mono-Jet and Mono-Photon. For more details check [4, 5, 8].
3. Virtual graviton exchanges at one-loop level, that may become more important than
the tree-level operator τ of Eq.1.2 because they generate EFT operators of dimension 6, while
the tree-level exchange generates the dimension-8 τ operator [8].
In its first stage of Run 2 with lower statistics, LHC is more sensitive to the operator in Eq. 1.2,
that gets enhanced due to its high dimensionality thanks to the high center of mass energy of the
collisions at LHC. Limits coming from Monojet are considerably weaker using the current datasets
because the statistics are not yet high enough to consider values for the pT cuts that would yield
an observable signal to background ratio for values of MD yet unconstrained by Di-jet. Because of
this, in this work I will derive limits on the parameters of the model only considering the Virtual
Graviton Exchange, using Di-jet angular distributions data [9, 10]. Such limits are usually stronger
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[6] than the ones coming from Di-lepton or Di-photon.
In section 2 I summarize how MT can be linked to MD and δ. In section 3.1 I will show that the
present data can already set on MT bounds that are stronger than any other obtained by previous
experiments, as summarized in table 1. In section 3.2 I will show the exclusion plots resulting from
the fit with the full amplitude of section 3.1. Section 4 contains the conclusions.
2 Tree level Virtual Graviton Exchange Effective Operator
In the ADD model in the low energy approximation, one can reconsider Eq. 1.2 and calculate the
exact coefficient for the operator τ . This, in general, is a function of the center of mass energy s, that
is usually called S(s) [6], and is obtained by summing over the tower of Kaluza-Klein (KK) gravitons.
This sum can be usually approximated with an integral [6] over q, the graviton momentum. This
integral is UV divergent for δ > 1, and can be regularized by imposing an arbitrary cutoff Λ. The
resulting operator gets a coefficient that depends on the center of mass energy [11]
τ = S(s)
(
TµνT
µν − T
µ
µ T νν
δ + 2
)
(2.1)
The value of the ratio Λ/MD gives the effective coupling of gravity, so larger (lower) value will mean
the gravity is strongly (weakly) coupled [8]. For δ > 2 the main contribution to the integral comes
from the heaviest graviton with mass m ∼ Λ and thus, if s Λ2, one can consider the s→ 0 limit
for the function S, in this way the scattering amplitude can be estimated by the EFT operator of
Eq. 1.2 with a coefficient that is usually defined as 8/M4T (for other conventions, see [11]).
However, as the dominant LHC bound will come from the most energetic events because of the
high dimension of the operator (considering only high-energy regions also helps reducing the SM
QCD background), it is more appropriate to keep the full amplitude, including the Λ dependence.
3 Fit with Run 2 Data
To fit the data one needs to calculate the expected signal as a function of the parameters of the
model. In this case, the signal corresponds to the binned angular distributions of the jets as a
function of the variable χ.
χ = e|y1−y2| (3.1)
Where y1, y2 are the rapidities of the 2 jets. The SM expects such distributions to be almost flat,
as QCD cross sections in SM are predominantly coulomb-like. On the other hand, interactions
originated by the operator of Eq. (1.2), have a different angular distribution, more enhanced at
high pT , as they are mediated by a spin-2 particle, that therefore differs significantly from QCD
and would imply a deviation from a flat distribution, peaking at low values of χ. The bins where
choosen in the same way as in [10] and [9]. The expected signal was calculated on a grid of the
parameters MD,Λ/MD, then interpolated. Using the interpolated grid I could compare data with
the expected theoretical value and find the 95% CL bounds on the parameters of the theory (either
MT or MD,Λ) by imposing
χ2 =
bins∑
i
(ti − µi)2
σ2i stat + σ
2
syst
< χ2min + 3.84 (3.2)
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Figure 1: pp → jj angular distribution with Mjj > 5.4TeV in the SM (black line) and for ADD with MT = 8.3TeV
(positive interference, red dashed line) and MT = 7.1TeV (negative interference, blue dashed line). The data are from
ATLAS [10].
where µi are the experimental values, σi stat are the statistical errors, σsyst ≈ 0.03 is an estimate
of the systematic uncertainties and ti are the theoretical predictions obtained from the interpolated
grid. For the calculation of the expected signal, I used formulæ for the cross sections for tree-level
graviton effects taken from the appendix of [5], and I implemented them in a ad-hoc Mathematica
integration package. I had previously verified that using this approach the various distributions
that one obtains correctly reproduce the ones obtained with MadGraph [12] and PYTHIA8 [13].
Hadronization and jet reconstruction should deliver negligible effects [6] and therefore I neglected
them in this analysis. I implemented the same cuts as CMS
χ < 16, |yboost| < 1.11 (3.3)
and ATLAS
χ < 30, |yboost| < 1.1 (3.4)
The analysis was repeated using different PDF sets MSTW2008 [14], MMHT2014 [15], CT6 [16],
CT14 [17] and NNPDF 2.3 [18] and NNPDF 3.0 [19], all at NLO. The results do not depend
significantly on the PDF set used, therefore I will just show the results obtained using the CT14PDF
set.
The angular distributions in QCD are sensible to NLO effects. This sensitivity can be reduced by
kinematical cuts, but it can still have important effects at very high invariant masses [20]. Therefore,
for a more rigorous analysis, it is necessary to apply QCD NLO corrections to the expected signal in
order to better estimate the correct limits on the model. Very high invariant masses make also EW
corrections have a sizable effect [21] on both for the shape and normalization of the distributions.
To take both these effects into account, K factors where applied to the pure QCD signal.
3.1 Approximated effective operator
I compare the first Run II data [9] and [10] to the new physics described by Eq. 1.2. The following
analysis applies to any number δ > 2 of extra dimensions, as the double trace term in T having a
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δ-dependent coefficient is irrelevant because the masses of the particles involved in the collision are
much smaller than the center of mass energy.
In Fig 1 I show the SM predictions for the angular distributions for ATLAS kinematical cuts
[10]. Together with them I show the distributions for MT = 8.3TeV (MT = 7.1TeV), for positive
(negative) interference.
Figure 2: pp → jj angular distribution with 4.8TeV > Mjj > 4.2TeV (left panel) and Mjj > 4.8TeV (right panel)
in the SM (black line) and for ADD with MT = 6.8TeV (positive interference, red dashed line) and MT = 6.0TeV
(negative interference, blue dashed line). The data are from ATLAS [10].
In Fig 2 is the analogue of Fig 1 for CMS kinematical cuts [9]. The chosen values of MT in this
case are MT = 6.8TeV (MT = 6.0TeV), for positive(negative) interference. The two panels refer to
the two most energetic signal regions.
Experiment + −
ATLAS at 7 TeV with 36/pb 4.2 3.2
CMS at 7 TeV with 36/pb 4.2 3.4
CMS at 13 TeV with 2.6/fb 6.8 6.0
ATLAS at 13 TeV with 3.6/fb 8.3 7.1
Projected sensitivity Run 2 9.5 7.5
Table 1: Tree-level graviton exchange: 95% CL bounds on MT (in TeV) for the dimension-8 operator of Eq.1.2
for positive and negative interference, and projected sensitivity for Run 2 with 3000fb−1 integrated luminosity and
systematics of 1%.
The obtained limits on MT are reported in Tab. 1, together with the ones [6] coming from
older datasets, for comparison purposes, and the projected exclusion reach for Run 2 with 3000fb−1
integrated luminosity and systematics of 1%. The limit on MT coming from CMS dataset obtained
in this simplified analysis reproduces the one from CMS preliminary analysis [9] up to 15%. This
difference is probably due to different QCD NLO K factors that significantly affects the bounds, as
reported previously.
The result of the analysis indicates that the limits obtained from ATLAS are even higher than
the ones from CMS. This is probably due to the higher integrated luminosity reached by ATLAS,
that permits the use of a more stringent kinematical cut on the invariant mass of the two jets for
the most energetic signal region.
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3.2 Full graviton exchange amplitude
Figure 3: The colored area is the region excluded at 95% CL by ATLAS after 3.6/fb.
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I now use the operator of Eq. 2.1 to set limits in the MD,Λ/MD plane. Using the energy-
dependent coefficient S(s) one expects to find stronger limits, as the coefficient grows with the
center of mass energy. The results of the fit are shown in Fig.3. The 95% CL bounds are defined
as χ2 < χ2SM + 3.84, as before. The ratio Λ/MD, as said before, is an effective parameter of the
unknown strength of quantum-gravity.
4 Conclusions
Using the very first dijet datasets from CMS and ATLAS pp → jj, despite the the uncertainties
intrinsic of the hadronic nature of the final states and the the fact that the statistics is still low,
new limits on the coefficient of the dimension-8 operator τ were derived. This is thanks to the high
dimension of the operator and the new high energy delivered by LHC.
In the second part of the work I went beyond the EFT approximation and used the full amplitude
produced by graviton exchange at tree level in terms of an effective cut-off parameter λ, that is the
mass of the heaviest KK graviton. Fig. 3 shows the resulting bounds from in the (MD,Λ/MD)
plane.
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